An enhanced confined mode (ECM) radon simulation experiment, tested in the laboratory in Jerusalem, was relocated to a subsurface geophysical observatory located 400 km apart, at a depth of 150 m and with a stable temperature. Five gamma sensors are placed around the ECM canister and lead shielding minimizes the influence of natural local gamma radiation. Simultaneous measurement of the geological radon and from radon in the ECM system indicates that the temporal variation of gamma radiation from radon in the ECM system contains annual, multi-day and daily signals, that correspond to signals in the local geological radon. This implies that a common external driver influences the radiation pattern of the geological radon and from radon inside the ECM canister. Once activated at BGO the typical variation pattern of the experimental system occurring in the laboratory changed to that occurring at the observatory. This is interpreted to indicate that the overall style of the temporal patterns of radiation from radon is site dependent. The outcome of this investigation conforms and further substantiates the recent suggestion that a component in solar radiation is driving the annual and daily periodic components in the variation of radon. New geophysical research potential is indicated.
Radon signals in geological (natural) geogas and in a simultaneous enhanced confined mode simulation experiment Gideon An enhanced confined mode (ECM) radon simulation experiment, tested in the laboratory in Jerusalem, was relocated to a subsurface geophysical observatory located 400 km apart, at a depth of 150 m and with a stable temperature. Five gamma sensors are placed around the ECM canister and lead shielding minimizes the influence of natural local gamma radiation. Simultaneous measurement of the geological radon and from radon in the ECM system indicates that the temporal variation of gamma radiation from radon in the ECM system contains annual, multi-day and daily signals, that correspond to signals in the local geological radon. This implies that a common external driver influences the radiation pattern of the geological radon and from radon inside the ECM canister. Once activated at BGO the typical variation pattern of the experimental system occurring in the laboratory changed to that occurring at the observatory. This is interpreted to indicate that the overall style of the temporal patterns of radiation from radon is site dependent. The outcome of this investigation conforms and further substantiates the recent suggestion that a component in solar radiation is driving the annual and daily periodic components in the variation of radon. New geophysical research potential is indicated.
Introduction
The occurrence of radon in the geological environment has been investigated since the middle of the twentieth century [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Recently, Barbosa et al. [6] therein, presented an extensive overview of radon research in different scenarios-indoor, tectonic, volcanic and as a geochemical tracer. Its behaviour in the geogas (i.e. air in the subsurface porosity) is characterized by relatively large temporal variations that are significantly different compared to variations of: (i) other trace elements in geogas (noble gases); (ii) variation patterns of other dynamic geophysical systems (atmospheric, tidal). Broad consensus exists that there is no simple and straightforward understanding of the phenomena and behaviour of radon, and this is in spite of the relative ease of tracking radon with nuclear detectors in these environs. This lacuna in the understanding of the underlying principles hampers the development of applicationssuch as the prevalent suggestion to apply it as a proxy of mechanical-dynamic processes in the seismogenic and volcanic contexts.
Research of radon phenomena in geogas has been performed at a spectrum of geological sites in southern Israel since 1990. Emphasis was to perform the measurements at locations and methodologies combining relatively high radon levels and reduction of above-surface atmospheric influences, primarily temperature. The radon measurement techniques used are described in Zafrir et al. [7] .
Observations from extensive subsurface monitoring at different groups of sites in southern Israel, at depths from 2 to 150 m, revealed [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] : (i) systematic variation occurs at multi-year time frame; (ii) groups of similar temporal patterns occur within an array (cluster of sites) in an associated situation-geographical and/or geological-at scales of up to several kilometres; (iv) dissimilar patterns occur among arrays placed in different geographical/geological situations. This is evident when comparing patterns at different locations 400 km apart, and the northwest Dead Sea. In the case of the radon anomalies along the northwest sector of the Dead Sea, a clear association occurs between the temporal variation patterns and a major fault structure [13, 14] . All these observations originate under the same regional arid environment. A resulting impression is that subsurface geological/geographical factors play a role.
Laboratory simulation experiments in which radon signals observed in nature are simulated have been performed by the Geological Survey of Israel (GSI) since 2007. These simulation experiments of radon signals are the first of their kind [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . They are performed at abovesurface situations (laboratory, outdoor) and also in the subsurface. The experiments are based on the application of the enhanced confined mode (ECM). In such a configuration, an elevated level of radon in air is maintained within a tight volume (container) by diffusion of radon from an attached radium-containing source (industrial, geological). The expectation is that upon attainment of a stable level of nuclear radiation in such a set-up, reflecting a steady state between diffusion and radioactive decay of radon. In contrast with this expectation, systematic temporal variation of the radiation is observed. Large signals occur, the patterns and systematics of which are similar to those of radon signals occurring in geogas.
The peculiarities observed in the assortment of geological sites to considerable depth, and in ECM simulation experiments at the GSI (laboratory and yard, above-surface situation) suggest that: (i) an ECM set-up positioned in the subsurface will also yield radon signals and (ii) the temporal pattern of the radon signal in the ECM will be related to the particular pattern occurring in the local geological radon. These issues constitute the basis of the described investigation.
So far these are performed at above-surface situations (laboratory, outdoor). This contribution describes the results from an ECM experiment installed at a subsurface location and run in parallel with measurement of the variation in the radiation from the natural radon (i.e. geological radon) at the site. This investigation allows examining the relation of radon signals occurring in a natural geological radon system and those occurring inside a co-located confined air volume.
Bloch geophysical observatory site and methodology (a) Radon at the Bloch geophysical observatory
The Bloch geophysical observatory is located in the arid Arava sector of southern Israel. It is hosted in a horizontal tunnel, oriented north to south which is excavated into the steep north face Figure 1 . Variation of alpha and gamma radiation from radon in the BGO air. Pattern of local temperature and CO 2 are also shown.
Rn source
Pb shield container Rn in air Figure 2 . Principle (scheme) of ECM system. NaI detectors are influenced by gamma radiation from radon inside the canister, and shielded from external radiation.
of a massive Precambrian porphyry-granite body. Its length is 173 m and its depth is in the order of 150 m. It serves several geophysical monitoring systems. The radon monitoring site is located in the southern section, at a distance of 120 m from the entrance. Three doors separate this section from the outside, resulting in a very stable temperature regime with a daily variation of less than ±0.1°C and an annual variation of less than ±0.3°C (see below).
Radon emanates from the country rock into the air of the tunnel. Using alpha and gamma detectors, this geological radon has been monitored since 2002. Radon concentration varies annually in the range of 2.5 kBq m −3 (winter) to 3.5 kBq m −3 (summer). Detailed information was given by Barbosa et al. [12] . Figure 1 shows a 100-day example of the covariation of alpha and gamma radiation pattern from radon in the air of the tunnel reflecting the geological variation at the site. Part of the annual signal is seen in the long-term rise, on which large multi-day (MD) variations are superimposed. Small daily signals, barely observable at the scale, also occur. Air temperature at the site spans 0.25°C with an envelope variation of less than 0.05°C. The CO 2 level, also monitored in this interval, is around 230 ppm in comparison to around 400 ppm in the atmosphere (this low level is probably maintained by bacterial activity). The stable CO 2 level is disturbed by the activity of people entering the tunnel. Re-attainment of steady-state CO 2 level is within 5-20 days, depending on the intensity of disturbance. The patterns of alpha and gamma radiation are unrelated to both temperature and CO 2 .
(b) The enhance confined mode concept
The ECM configuration is used for simulation of radon signals. Radon from a commercial source (RaCl2; 101.8 kBq; Pylon Ltd., Canada) is fed via tube by diffusion into a confined air volume within a tight system consisting of the container for radon and the source system. Both valves are kept open throughout the investigation. In this case sensors (gamma), placed around the confined volume, detect gamma radiation from radon (Bi-214) inside the ECM. Lead shielding around the container and the gamma detectors blocks the influence of external gamma radiation (figure 2).
Results
The configuration of the test set-up consists of a leak tested 1.02 l (100 mm OD, 130 mm high) stainless steel canister fitted with a quick-connect valve. The radon is let in from a commercial 222 Rn source (103.2 kBq) via a valve on the source and a 60-cm-long tygon tube, leading to a radon level in the order of 8400 kBq m −3 . Detection of temporal variation of radiation is achieved by using gamma sensors with NaI(Tl) scintillation detectors. The instruments (PM-11; Rotem Industries Inc.) are based on 2 × 2 crystals tuned to the energy range of 50-3000 keV. The utilization of these detectors for monitoring radon in air has been described in detail by Zafrir et al. [7] . In the preparatory phase in the GSI laboratory, the five sensors were placed around the central horizontal plane, as shown in figure 3 .
The experimental set-up was operated in the laboratory (as EXP #19) from June 2010 to April 2011. Operating the experimental system in the laboratory in Jerusalem demonstrated systematic signal patterns that are recorded by all gamma detectors placed around the radon-containing ECM canister. The recorded signals are primarily periodic signals in the daily frequency band as well as non-periodic MD signals. Figure 4 shows the temporal variation in an interval of 80 days at the gamma sensors around the canister as recorded by the system when operated in the laboratory. Systematically different variation of the gamma radiation is recorded by the five sensors. Noticeable is that the daily variation is significantly larger (factor 5-10) compared with the MD signal.
In April 2011, the set-up was disassembled, transferred to the BGO tunnel and reassembled next to the geological radon station (as EXP #23). A further gamma sensor was added to the configuration, as shown in figure 5 . The detectors were placed vertically around the central horizontal plane of the canister. Lead shielding was added to minimize the influence of gamma radiation from the source and from the environment. To minimize the interchange and effect of radon from the tunnel air, the gaps inside the carapace were filled with polystyrene pieces, and the whole set-up was protected with plastic cover that was taped to the floor. The experiment was terminated in January 2013. Operational limitations and local conditions (access, humidity and technical) led to partial sensor failures leading to gaps in data acquisition. The temperature regime of the tunnel is very stable (figure 6). Its pattern in the experiment was monitored using three thermocouples placed within the Pb carapace, which are compared with the average temperature of the tunnel air, around the experiment. The three internal temperatures and the average are similar, and vary in general within a range of about 0.2°C. This variation reflects the natural variation and disturbances due to human activity in the tunnel. The internal temperatures (T1-T3; figure 6 ) are much more stable compared with the fluctuating average temperature of the tunnel air. The temperature gradient on the canister is probably due to a slight warming generated by the gamma detectors. The thermal mass of the experimental set-up is large (several hundred kilogram), resulting in a reduction of short-term temperature variations within the experiment relative to those in the tunnel air. The experiment temperature during a 139-day interval (7093-7232) are extremely stable (T1 = 27.684 ± 0.013; T2 = 27.828 ± 0.014; T3 = 27.736 ± 0.014).
After assembling the system including the lead shield the background radiation is in the order of 5 × 10 4 counts/15 min. Opening the source valve initiates diffusion of radon into the canister, leading to a buildup of the gamma radiation which levelled off after 2-3 days. The ensuing levels at the different sensors are in the order of 1.5 × 10 6 to 2 × 10 6 counts/15 min. The level of gamma radiation at the BGO site is in the order of 0.4-1.2 × 10 6 counts/15 min.
Re-establishing the experimental system at BGO reveals that systematic variation patterns are recorded by the gamma sensors placed around the ECM canister. The variation is composed of signals at the annual, MD and diurnal scale.
In terms of long-term variations, the nuclear radiation from radon in the BGO tunnel contains an annual signal which has been extensively documented using both alpha and gamma detectors [12] . The long-term variation of the gamma radiation from the canister is dominated by an annual signal with an overall high level in summer and low level in winter. Using daily averages figures 7 and 8 present the pattern of gamma-West of the ECM canister, which yielded the most complete time series in the interval of days 7090-7596. The depicted annual signal is similar to the annual signal of the geological variation in the air of the tunnel. Figure 7 compares the signal of gamma-west with the continuous alpha pattern of the geological radon. A similar concordance is indicated in figure 8 with the gamma radiation from the geological radon (the discontinuous pattern is due to failure of the gamma sensor measuring the geological pattern). The temperature at the BGO station is stable, varying less than 0.25°C during the 400-day monitoring interval. The larger peaks in temperature are perturbations due to entrance of people into the tunnel. MD signals, which are concordant and similar among the ECM and the geological radon, are superimposed on the annual cycle. The amplitude of the MD signals seems to be related to the level of annual signal.
An overview of the longer-term variation pattern during the entire duration of the experiment uses single partially discontinuous time series. A stable measurement interval was maintained in Days 7093-7232 in which three gamma sensors of the ECM experiment performed in a continuous and systematic fashion in tandem with the sensors of the geological station. The placement of the sensors around the canister allows examining of the average of the MD signal in three opposite directions: east-west, north-south and northwest-southeast. Using daily averages, figure 12 shows the mean gamma radiation at opposite directions during an interval of 170 days. The mean values in opposite directions show a similar overall decrease on which matching average MD signals are superimposed. These directional averages differ among themselves.
Each gamma detector of a pair set at opposite directions detects independent gamma-ray photons due to decay of radon. The observation that MD signals, which are long relative to the half-life of radon, fluctuate in tandem at different directions indicates that the patterns are due to changes in the overall radiation from radon inside the confined enclosure. It is concluded that such changes are most probably exerted by a factor external to the ECM system. The variation of the daily radon (DR) signal is small relative to the above-described longerterm trends. Details of the MD and DR variation pattern are examined in an interval of 139 days (Days 7093-7232) using data at 15-min resolution obtained by three gamma sensors of the ECM experiment, and at the alpha and gamma sensors of the geological station. To enable comparison, each dataset was linearly de-trended and normalized. The patterns in the time domain are presented in figures 13-15.
The patterns of the three gamma time series of the ECM experiment exhibit concordant MD scale variations (MD signal). Concordance of these MD signals is also evident with the alpha and gamma MD variation pattern at the sensors of the BGO station. In the case of the BGO station, the larger noise envelope of the alpha measurement is most probably related to the much lower count rate.
In the case of the ECM experiment, the overall span of the normalized variation is significantly larger compared with that of the BGO station. This is an indication that amplitude of the signals is related to the concentration of radon. This feature occurs also in other cases.
Details of the variation are shown in figure 14 (40 days) and in figure 15 (10 days) . DR signals are superimposed in the MD signals. In the case of the BGO station, they are barely discernable in the time series of the gamma sensor and obscure in the time series of the alpha detector. On the other hand, all three gamma sensors of the ECM experiment exhibit distinct DR signals. In this time domain presentation, it is evident that the DR signal is systematic at each sensor and also different among the sensors. The presentation in the time domain shows that the DR signal is clearly observed and relatively enhanced in the gamma radiation of the ECM experiment. Using the normalized values, the variation in the interval of 139 days (Day 7093-7232; figure 13 ) is further examined in the diurnal frequency band (FFT; figure 16 ). The gamma and alpha variation of the BGO geological radon contains a weak S1 (24 h) periodicity. On the other hand, the time series of the three gamma sensors of the experiment contain very significant peaks at the periodicities of S1 and S2 (12 h). The relative amplitude of S1 in the gamma radiation of the experiment is enhanced by a factor of around ×3-4 compared to its amplitude at gamma-BGO. The immediate implication is that a relatively larger response to the daily signal occurs inside the ECM canister. As mentioned earlier, this is probably attributable to the higher radon concentration inside the ECM canister.
The spectral parameters of amplitude and phase in the interval of 139 days (figures 13 and 16) are given in table 1. In the case of S1 different phase and amplitude occur between the measurement at the ECM canister and the geological radon.
The variation in the frequency domain is further examined using during an interval of 111 days (Days 7240-7351) in which 15-min data are available from all six sensors around the ECM canister. Figure 17 presents the FFT spectra at the six sensors and table 2 lists the spectral parameters. This dataset yields spectra with clear peaks for daily periodicities S1-S3 (8 h). At all six sensors, the amplitude of S2 is the most prominent one. In general, it is expected that the amplitude of S2 be lower than that of S1. This should be the case if S2 (and S3) are derivatives or simple harmonics of the primary (fundamental) periodicity S1. A possible implication is that S1 and S2 reflects the presence of two periodic processes of the nuclear radiation from the system. If indeed this is the case, these two periodic variations operate opposite directions as the phase difference between them is around 0.5 (normalized). S1 can be associated with rotation of Earth-a geophysical process. Dissimilar amplitudes (normalized) and phase occurs at the different directions ( figure 18 ). A linear relation occurs among the amplitudes and especially phase of S1-S3. These patterns probably implicate a fundamental property of the physical-geophysical system. A similar linear association among amplitudes of the diurnal components S1 and S2 was observed in radon time series from the geological environment (ELAT Granite, [18] ) and in a long-term ECM experiment (EXP #1).
The different values of amplitude and phase at the different sensors are presented in figure 19 as a function of their clockwise position around the ECM canister, from east to north. Each of the two parameters varies in a concordant pattern for the three diurnal periodic constituents: S1-S3. The amplitude is minimal at the opposite directions (180°) south and north. Maximal amplitudes occur at perpendicular directions. Phase covaries in a gradual pattern for all sensors. Both amplitude and phase of diurnal components S1-S3 vary in a systematic pattern in the clockwise direction. This is interpreted to indicate for both parameters, which are independent parameters, to reflect a direct relation to the 24-h rotation of the Earth around its axis. A partial confirmation for this pattern is obtained by examining comparable time series that were obtained at the preparatory stage when the experimental set-up was operated in the GSI laboratory (EXP #19). At this stage, five gamma sensors positioned at directions east, southeast, south, southwest and west (figure 20) in the interval of days 6741-7019. Using the same FFT analysis procedure reveals also a systematic clockwise pattern with a similar minimal amplitude of S1 periodicity at direction South (figure 20). If additional experiments confirm this observation, it would mean that similar rotational features occur in radon at different locations. Furthermore, this will raise the question of the eventual relation of such patterns to longitude and latitude (relative to UT), i.e. to global position.
Discussion
Since several decades, radon (and thoron) in air is studied in natural environs and in dwellings. Large temporal variations are recorded consisting of periodic signals of annual and daily scale as well as non-periodic signals of mainly MD scale. These signal types have similarity with variations encountered in atmospheric parameters, primarily temperature and pressure. The similarity and the fact that radon is hosted in air led investigators to assume a connection between variability of radon and variation patterns of atmospheric parameters. The assumption applied in radon investigations is that the measured nuclear radiation is reflecting its concentration in the air volume sensed by the detector. The assumption relies on the existing understanding that nuclear decay is an intrinsic and random property of the radioactive isotope.
The occurrence of radon (Rn-222; a radioactive noble gas) in the geological environment is investigated since the middle of the twentieth century. Barbosa et al. ([6] ; and contributions therein; [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
The general approach and assumption of atmospheric variation as drivers of radon variability turns out to be highly unclear when assessing the large accumulated sets of observations from very different scenarios. Cases interpreted to indicate positive, negative and non-correlation for the influence of P and T are abundant. Analysis of measurements relied mainly on visual inspection in the time domain, rarely in the frequency domain. Correlation diagrams (when applied) led to inconclusive patterns which certainly cannot be interpreted to prove causality. The basic statistical tools that were applied in these works such conclusions are assumed as there is no other frame of interpretation. Substantial evidence, especially in terms of experimental simulation is not presented. The disconformity in the raised interpretation is recognized in some of works, leading even to the statement that radon variability is 'unexplainable' and therefore also useless.
Investigations of variation patterns of 222 Rn in the geological environment applied the common practice of comparison with atmospheric parameters in the time domain or in frequency domain. Such analysis leads to ambiguities and inconclusiveness in terms of interpretation. For a review, see Barbosa et al. [6] . Applying advanced analysis of the phenomena in the combined frequency-time domain (MTWF, [9] ) demonstrated for the first time systematics of radon characteristics that differ extensively from those in temperature and pressure. This formed the basis for claiming that apparent similarity (in the time domain) of signal patterns of radon versus temperature and/or pressure does not substantiate causality. Applying such analysis to several radon time series originating from very different geological situations confirmed the same situation [10, 11, 13, 14, 19] . In a further step, the specific systematics of the periodic signals in the daily and annual frequency bands, combined with the lack of tidal gravity periodicity, led to the suggestion that a component in solar radiation is driving these signals directly.
The present investigation further examined the issue by comparing radon patterns of natural geological radon with those of radon in a co-located ECM experiment. The outcome confirms the proposition of an extra-terrestrial influence while setting new limiting conditions for the interpretation frame. The discussion below outlines the underlying reasoning.
The overall temporal variation of radon from a series of sites in southern Israel [8] [9] [10] [11] ; Steinitz et al. [13, 14] raised the possibility that a site effect is playing a role. The considerations for this are:
1. The sites span a 400 km N-S transect. 2. They are situated within the same arid climatic regime in which inability to demonstrate straightforward environmental influence is demonstrated again and again. 3. The sites are located within very different and unrelated geological units. 4. Sites located within a geologic unit show resembling patterns that clearly differ from those in other units. 5. In one case dynamic variations among associated sites show a relation to a major active tectonic element.
These large-scale features lead to the impression that earthbound site effects are paying a role reflected in geographical/geologic associations (facies) occur, in the static and dynamic modes.
Performing ECM-based radon investigations revealed phenomena and characteristics that correspond to those observed in geological radon. A series of experiments in the laboratory demonstrated that an external influence drives the variations in the nuclear radiation from radon inside the tight ECM canister. The latter are not due to mass transfer between the canister volume and the environment. The outcomes contributed to the notion of an above-surface extraterrestrial influence, the indicators for which are: (i) radon variation in ECM experiments consist of periodic, and non-periodic signals of types similar to those encountered in geological radon; (ii) the statistical characteristics of the variation of the signal types and their combinations are comparable to those encountered in geological radon, and again (iii) the variation, albeit a general similarity, could not be attributed to local pressure and temperature variation. Furthermore, the ECM investigations added additional features of the nuclear radiation from radon in air: (iv) directionality and spatial inhomogeneity (three-dimensional) of the radiation of the radiation field; (v) directionality in the variation seems to be related to global orientation-i.e. influenced by the rotation of the Earth around its axis.
Thus, the motivation for the present investigation was twofold: (i) occurrence of typical radon signals in ECM simulation experiments and (ii) observation of systematic variation patterns as a function of geological location. This raised the possibility that a site effect influences the temporal variation of the radon signal.
(a) Outcome
Prior to its relocation to BGO the ECM experiment was operated in the laboratory (GSI, Jerusalem; as EXP #19), at above-surface conditions. During this phase, it exhibited temporal variation patterns of the nuclear radiation from radon in air within the confined volume of the system. The pattern is similar to that observed in ECM systems, of different duration, in the same laboratory and in the GSI yard [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These experiments use both alpha and gamma detectors, and the longest one spans more than 10 years. They vary in the geometrical configuration of the ECM volume, in the number of sensors and in directional relations between the sensors and the sensed ECM volume. In all cases, the patterns are in disparity with the uniform gamma radiation expected from radon in such a system.
The radon simulation experiment was transferred 'as is' from the GSI laboratory in Jerusalem, and was re-installed at a subsurface site, in the tunnel of BGO 150 m below surface, next to the local geological radon station. After re-activation and obtaining a steady-state level typical variation patterns are again observed from radon in the ECM, composed of periodic signals of annual and daily scale as well as non-periodic MD signals.
Placing the ECM simulation experiment at the BGO site leads to parallel observation of two separate radon systems: of the geological radon and in the ECM experiment. Both systems are under the same temperature regime. The geological radon is in a host gas system that is influenced by local movements due to barometric pressure variations and human activity.
Operating the ECM system at BGO yields temporal patterns which are different from those obtained in the laboratory. The most significant change is in the relative intensities of the MD and daily variation. The signature of the nuclear radiation from radon in the air of the BGO site is well known in terms of annual, MD and diurnal signals. In terms of environmental parameters, the site is distinct in its stable temperature regime. Placing and running the ECM system at the BGO site shows that:
1. Gamma radiation of radon (progeny) inside the confined volume of the canister varies in time. 2. The variation patterns are composed to annual, MD and diurnal variations. 3. The variation patterns within the ECM system correspond with the concurrent patterns observed in the radon of the air of the subsurface BGO site, at the annual, MD and diurnal scale. 4. The variation pattern of the ECM system as observed at the GSI laboratory changed to reflect the natural pattern observed at the BGO site.
The effect of environmental influences, especially pressure and temperature on the variations in the ECM system are excluded. The local temperature regime is very stable and the physical structure of the ECM negates the influence of barometric pressure variations. Furthermore, it has been shown that radon signals of such ECM signals are not influenced by temperature and pressure at above-surface and laboratory conditions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Based on these considerations, the following conclusions are arrived at:
1. The same geophysical driver(s) influence the variation of radon in the BGO air and in the ECM system. 2. The driver(s) are of non-environmental and non-mechanical nature.
3. The signals in the annual and in the diurnal periodic band connect the phenomena to the rotation of the Earth around its axis and to the rotation of the Earth around the Sum, indicate an above-surface driver. 4. The radiation pattern of an ECM system is reflecting the influence of the local manifestation of the time-varying geophysical driver. A consequence is that ECM systems respond to local variant of the remote influence and thus reflects a site effect.
Concluding: the gamma radiation patterns from radon inside the relocated ECM are concordant with the alpha and gamma variation pattern of the geological radon at BGO. This implies that the overall variation pattern inside the ECM system changed from that occurring in the laboratory to a pattern typical to that of the local geological at BGO. This serves as evidence that radon patterns, as observed in the time domain, are responding to a site effect.
The statistical characteristics of geological radon inside the BGO tunnel and of environmental parameters inside and outside the BGO facility were presented by Barbosa et al. [12] . Based on the patterns, they suggested that radon variability at seasonal to daily scale is linked to the temperature gradient between the externally varying environmental temperature and the basically stable internal temperature. A stack effect is suggested for such a temperature-driven process of a trace component in the geogas. The results of the present ECM study are incompatible with this approach.
(b) Influence of a component in solar radiation
Large datasets of radon (alpha, gamma), measured at less than 1-h resolution, have been examined at geological locations. These investigations span a wide range of geologic settings in Israel and also abroad and reach a depth of hundreds of metres. Comparable basic statistical characteristics in the time, frequency and frequency-time domains are observed. The temporal variation consists of periodic signals in the annual and daily frequency bands and of non-periodic signals at a MD scale. Typically, nonlinear combinations among signal types are apparent. Indepth comparison of the characteristics of the periodic signals of radon time series and those in local atmospheric parameters-mainly P, T (above and subsurface)-demonstrated, again and again, incompatibility with the perception that variation of the latter parameters drives the radon signals. An important and enlightening case of geological radon is the alpha and gamma pattern of radon observed in the Gran Sasso (LNGS, Italy) facility, at stable temperature and depth of 1 km [19] . On the other hand, the recurrent occurrence of daily and annual periodicities, and multiples thereof, led to raising the notion that a direct influence of a component in solar radiation drives the periodic signals of radon at depth [19] .
The notion of extraterrestrial influence on periodic components in radon is substantiated by identification of a solar rotational (SR) periodicity (approx. 30 days, rotation of sun around its axis). Using a dataset spanning 3.5 years, Sturrock et al. [20] first showed this in the gamma radiation from radon in a multi-year reference ECM time series acquired at the GSI. Using an eight-year time series of gamma radiation in the same experiment allowed Sturrock et al. [21] to refine and confirm the outcome, and present further evidence for extraterrestrial influence by demonstrating the influence of rotation of Earth around its axis on the annual, semiannual and SR periodicities.
The results from the BGO located ECM experiment are in line with the above deductions. A remote above-surface factor drives nuclear radiation from radon in the subsurface of BGO. -DR signal is relatively more pronounced in Exp#23. -A superior conformity occurs between the gamma sensors of Exp#23 and the alpha sensor at BGO station. -The long-term and MD variation of the average gamma radiation from radon in the canister is not related to variation in temperature. -Variation in gamma not related to temperature, nor to pressure -Directionality and global orientation.
(c) Implications and potential
As already implied in our previous works, claiming that variation in nuclear radiation from radon is reflecting an external influence is in apparent conflict with the prevailing view on the constancy of nuclear decay rate. Still, in the case of radon phenomena the evidence appears to show that decay rates are not all constant all of the time. Thus, the accumulated geophysical and ECMderived evidence suggests a fundamental knowledge gap that has to be addressed by nuclear physicists. Moreover, further investigations of the phenomena in the geo-sphere might help focus the issue for the nuclear physicists.
Notwithstanding the last-mentioned problem the accumulated information and specifically this experiment allow formulation of new geophysical implications:
1. The extraterrestrial influence, whatever its exact nature is, influences radon at surface conditions, and in the subsurface to at least 1 km. 2. Earth bound local and regional geologic properties modify the extraterrestrial influence. 3. Detection of the phenomena is improved by using high radon levels, i.e. increasing the number of radon atoms influencing the detector. 4. Using ECM-type systems allows obtaining significant resolution and exclusion.
These implications point to new potential in terms of geophysical investigation of the timevarying nuclear radiation from radon. The patterns in the ECM system in BGO reflect and mimic the natural local geological pattern independently of its detectability by geological radon. Thus, tracing and tracking these phenomena at locations can be performed by ECM systems independently of the level of local radon. Furthermore, if transport/transfer phenomena do occur in the natural environment, then parallel measurement can help separate the far field influence and the local mechanically induced variation.
(d) Debate on radioactive decay versus radon investigations at the Geological Survey of Israel
The results of this investigation are possibly linked and relevant to a debate that developed in the last decade within the physics community regarding apparent observations indicating time variability of nuclear decay rate. A recent overview is given by Bellotti et al. [22] and references therein. The issue evolved from examination of some measurements performed in physics laboratories (metrology) for which subtle non-random variation were suggested, having mainly a periodicity related to an annual variation. The assumed annual variation was the basis for suggesting an influence connected to the Earth-Sun system. The argumentation involves also issues like instrumental and environmental influences. The investigation track on radon in air at the GSI was based, in the early stage, on geophysical analysis of signals in long and detailed time series from geological environs. Specific characteristics in the frequency and especially in the frequency-time domain of diurnal and annual periodicities indicated a direct relation to rotational periodicities of the Earth-Sun system. This led to the suggestion that a component in solar radiation influenced the nuclear radiation in radon. In a further stage, simulation experiments using the ECM configuration yielded similar and comparable characteristics, thereby strengthening the suggestion of a solar influence. A further important criterion was the identification of directionality and global orientation in the nuclear radiation from radon, which cannot be attributed to instrumental and/or environmental factors.
Using a 3.5 year long time series of gamma radiation from radon in a reference ECM experiment allowed Sturrock et al. [20] to: (i) confirm the main characteristics as obtained by GSI analysis and add (ii) the identification of solar rotation periodicity in the radon data. The latter is an independent and significant criterion for the influence of the sun as it is independent of the Earth-Sun rotational relations. An extensive analysis [23] of a 10-year dataset from the same ECM experiment confirms and strengthens this outcome. Furthermore, Sturrock et al. [20, 23] linked this outcome in radon to the above-mentioned debate on the variability of nuclear decay. If confirmed then the importance of radon investigations relates to: (i) the apparent variations as observed in radon are by far larger; (ii) the importance of geophysical observations, at local to global scale.
The current contribution constitutes a further indicator and consideration to the debated issue, as it demonstrates the fundamental characteristics of solar influence using an ECM experiment operated at constrained environmental conditions while presenting a strong linkage to geophysical features in radon.
Data accessibility. The datasets supporting this article have been uploaded as an electronic supplementary material.
